During the past 133 years, Mount Angel Abbey and Seminary have achieved many milestones, thanks to generous supporters who share our mission. We invite you to take a look at what these inspired partnerships have made possible ...
Dear Friends,

What would the world be like if we all sought to glorify God every day? That is the mission of Mount Angel Abbey and Seminary. And it is the mission of the Abbey Foundation of Oregon to sustain and support them. I am deeply grateful that you share this calling with us.

The purpose of this 2014-15 annual report is to share with you the joy and the credit for another very good year in the history of the foundation. As a fellow steward of the Abbey’s mission, you deserve a transparent report of our results. Happily, we have cause for celebration as we review the past year.

The Foundation has seen a 74 percent increase in gifts and pledged revenue over the past four years, with annual totals ranging from $2,315,457 in 2011-12 to $4,033,416 in 2014-15. This year alone, non-bequest revenues increased by nearly $1 million. Thank you for claiming the Abbey’s holy mission as your own, with your financial support, love and prayers!

Last fall, we engaged the Collins Group to conduct an audit of our fundraising operations and a feasibility study for a potential campaign. After interviewing hundreds of donors, they gave us some powerful advice. Most of you, they said, are very familiar with the seminary and its mission of priestly formation. However, fewer of you know the monks – who they are and why their life of prayer and work is vitally important to our region and the world. From you, we received these new marching orders: “Help us understand the monks of Mount Angel Abbey!”

As a result, we launched the first annual Saint Benedict Festival on July 11. More than 600 guests and volunteers spent the afternoon on the Hilltop sampling fare from Benedictine kitchens around the world, prepared by Bon Appétit chefs, and tasting our own Abbey ales and local wines. They played croquet and badminton with monks and filled the church to the brim for Midday Prayer and Pontifical Vespers. Many newcomers learned why we love Mount Angel Abbey.

The festival attracted an unusual amount of media and Facebook attention. In fact, The Oregonian featured the Abbey in a front-page story about the Benedictine way of life. We’ve learned that many people in our region yearn for an authentic spirituality, with roots that run 1,500 years deep. They are curious about our monks and their way of life. Perhaps they try the Abbey’s beer or visit the gift shop. They may sign up for a retreat, pray in the church, or sit in the sun with a friendly monk. Suddenly or gradually, they find their lives are changing. It happens all the time on the Hilltop.

With my fellow trustees, I invite you to share this treasured resource with your family and friends – I hope you will call our staff in the Development Office to arrange a visit. There is no place in the world like our Abbey!

Sincerely in Christ,

Jeff Yandle
President, Abbey Foundation of Oregon

P.S. Please visit our new website at mountangelabbey.org/giving to see some of the ways your gifts make a difference!
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2 | The Abbey Foundation of Oregon

The Abbey Foundation of Oregon promotes the financial vitality of Mount Angel Abbey by seeking special project funding and long-term endowments for the monastery, seminary, retreat and guest programs, and library. The trustees of the foundation work collaboratively with the Abbey of Mount Angel Abbey to implement the monastic community’s Benedictine vision of prayer and work in service to the Church in western Oregon and beyond.

“That in all things God may be glorified.”

– Rule of St. Benedict

O U R M I S S I O N
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Endowment Support

Gifts to endowed funds at Mount Angel Abbey and Seminary provide annual financial support for generations to come.

The Abbey Foundation of Oregon invests endowed funds, allowing the Abbey and seminary to spend a portion of the income earned from the investments each year. The remainder is added to the principle, which continues to grow. This extends the impact of our benefactors’ support into the future.

Some donors choose to create restricted endowed funds for a particular purpose, such as seminary education, facilities improvements or monastery support; the money in that fund can be used only to advance that purpose. Others establish unrestricted funds that further the Abbey’s mission; the Abbey has the freedom to determine which priorities the funds will support.

Establishing a new endowment fund in honor or memory of a loved one creates a legacy for the benefactor and for Mount Angel Abbey and Seminary. The minimum amount required to establish a permanently endowed fund is $50,000. Many benefactors create a fund and make annual contributions until the fund crosses the endowment threshold.

Our development staff would be happy to work with you to help turn your ideas into living endowments. For information, please contact Jodi Kilcup, director of development, at jodi.kilcup@mtangel.edu or 503-932-0173.

Restricted Endowments

- Academic Center Fund
- Anselm Hall Improvement Fund
- Archbishop Robert J. Dwyer Annual Lecture Series
- Archbishop Robert J. Dwyer Art Collection Fund
- Archbishop Robert J. Dwyer Chair in Humanities
- Bishop’s Permanent Seminary Fund
- Rev. Fred Brenner Seminary Burse
- Brother Michael Fund
- Chair of Theology Fund
- Bob and Evelyn Dieringer Family Fund
- Eila Bell Tower Fund
- Ray J. Galt Endowment Fund
- Ann F. and Joseph G. Galameau Endowed Fund
- John M. Glavey Fund
- Archbishop William H. Gross Burse
- John R. Haugen Seminary Fund
- Diocese of Helena Seminary Fund
- Arlene M. Harris Fund
- Rev. Geza Havass Scholarship Fund
- Alfred J. Huber Fund
- Colette L. and Colette E. Maddox Seminary Endowment Fund
- Edwin E. Mayer Fund

Unrestricted Endowments

- Lawrence and Veronica Frank Fund
- Gerald Gaines Estate
- Lloyd J. Garrov Family Fund
- Wilma Gore Fund
- Regina Gruss Fund
- Robert and Rose Harris Fund
- Florence S. Kennedy Fund
- Library Investment Fund
- Mary Alice Lynch Fund
- Monastery Renovation Fund
- Eline and Hilda Nougier Fund
- Michael F. Parsons Fund
- Margaret Arison Fund
- Bernard and Retha Bachand Fund
- Steve and Linda Beard Family Fund
- Lyle Carter Fund
- Joseph and Ernestine Cote Family Fund
- James J. Davies Fund
- Marcelle Decker Fund
- Maurice J. Dhulst Estate
- Evelyn DiPietro Fund
- Jerry Dolezal Fund
- Charles and Patricia Duffy Fund
- Raymond and Clara Feaster Fund
- Margaret Avison Fund
- John Phillipich Fund
- Queen of Angels Burse
- Pauline Rivera Fund
- Henrietta Saatfield Fund
- Seminary Facilities Fund
- Frances Dolores Sharpe Fund
- Ted and Fran Van Veen Fund
- Archbishop John G. Mazyk Fund
- Edward White Fund
- Aileen Winter Fund
- John Zellner Fund

The Year in Review

July 1, 2014 – June 30, 2015

| Total Assets | $36.2 million |
| Total Endowment | $21.0 million |
| Total Revenues, Gains and Other Support | $4.8 million |
| Total Foundation Support Provided to Mount Angel Abbey | $3.8 million |

*Endowment includes donor-restricted endowments, board-designated endowments and undistributed endowment earnings.
Thank You, Legacy Society Friends

Members of the Legacy Society are those who have included Mount Angel Abbey and Seminary in their estate plan. Thank you for sharing with us the legacy of your future gift and your friendship.

The following individuals have made a legacy to the Abbey Foundation of Oregon, either through a bequest in a will, living trust, retirement plan, life insurance or bank account, or a remainder designation in a charitable gift annuity or charitable remainder trust.

If you would like to join this growing group of generous benefactors, please contact Jeanne Hobson, development coordinator, at 503-845-3057 or legacy@mtangel.edu.

† Deceased
Gratitude 2014-15 Honor Roll

The Abbey Foundation of Oregon Board of Trustees and the monks of Mount Angel Abbey gratefully acknowledge the contributions listed on these pages. Below is a list of the friends who contributed $1,000 or more between July 1, 2014 and June 30, 2015.

**GIVING LEVELS**
- St. Joseph Circle $10,000 and more
- St. Thomas Aquinas Circle $5,000 – $9,999
- St. Anselm Circle $2,000 – $4,999
- St. Therese Circle $1,000 – $2,499
- St. Michael the Archangel Circle $500 – $999
- St. Raphael the Archangel Circle $100 – $499

All those who give $1,000 or more during our fiscal year are considered members of the Abbey’s Circle and invited to the annual Abbey’s Appreciation Celebration.

Please note that every effort has been made to achieve a complete and accurate report. In the event of an error, please contact Sharlene Curnow, 503-845-3064 or sharlene.curnow@mtangel.edu.

In the event of an error, please contact Sharlene Curnow, 503-845-3064 or sharlene.curnow@mtangel.edu.

---

**St. Joseph Circle**
- Anonymous (5)
- Betty A. Andrews†
- Nicholas Blee†
- Anne Brayner†
- Gerald and Pat Choumain
- Stephen ’56 and Francesca English
- Lawrence T. Epping ’43
- Robert ’56 and Joan Fischer
- Martin ’56 and Mary Fischer
- Timothy and Joanne Freeman
- George and Joanne Furnace
- Loid J. Garner†
- Arlene Harris Smit
- Warner L. and Catherine L. Halter
- Fred L. and Joan Jane
- Woody Alfred J. Huber†
- Dr. Albert and Amber Janke
- Darrell and Anne James
- Martin and Ribeketa
- Russell and Linda Keizer
- John and Dol Kiley
- Paul and Kirsten Keller
- Richard and Joanna Kreitzberg
- Coleto L. and Susan L.
- Donald and Georgette Kriek
- © and Karen McNay
- Dr. J. Jeffries and Mary McKeiver
- Josephine Pucci†
- Carla and Evelyn Peterson
- Dr. Thomas M. Pitre and Dr. Lynne B. Bissinette-Pitro
- Marcel † and Harriet † Staub
- James E. Sutro†
- Lawrence and Elsa Taksali
- Emma Toman†
- Marvin H. Uhleimke†
- Jeanette Werner
- Marit West†
- Roland E. West
- Stephen and Liz Zimmer

**Organizations**
- Anonymous (3)
- A.J. Frank Family Foundation
- American Foundation Endowment Fund
- ATEL Cash Distribution Fund WLP
- America’s Heart Fund
- Diocese of Honolulu
- Diocese of San Diego
- Elson L. Foundation
- Facility Investment Charitable Gift Fund
- Kehoe Northwest Properties
- Larry and Jeanette Espino Family Foundation
- Larry and Jeanette Espino Family Fund
- Mountain West Investment Corp
- Oregon Community Foundation

---

**St. Thomas Aquinas Circle**
- Anonymous (1)
- Richard and Peggy Albright
- Donald ’50 and Gloria Amort
- Dr. Walter ’51 and Jerry Berends
- Dan and Donna Bevin
- Joe H. Bilekberg ’50
- Ralph ’47 and Louise Bochler
- Thomas ’58 and Dorothy Bochler
- Thomas and Lula Bruneke
- James ’51 and Donna Butsch
- Bill and Connie Chambers
- Donald and Ardith Claeys
- Joseph and Dorothy Cama
- James and Patricia Darby
- Arthur ’51 and Sandy Diederich
- Eugene and Karen Dinger
- Jean Isser
- Thomas and Nancy Fisher
- E. Remy and Ann Fitzgibbon
- Germaine Sales
- Frank and Mary Gill
- Don and M. Gordon
- Jeffrey and Sandra Jones
- Mary Kakavich
- Rev. Richard Keeler
- Phyllis Lapuc†
- Joan J. Le Baron
- Ferguson and Tammy Lough
- Jack and Joan McGraw
- The Doctors Benedict and Ellen McMillan
- Rachel J. Nagel
- Thomas and Patricia O’connell
- Len. Allen and Georges Reid
- Rita Schmeidt†
- Claude L. Smith ’47
- Margaret Soderberg
- Cecilia Studer†
- Richard and Ilia Thornton
- Victoria Wabler
- Ford Watkins Family
- Paul and Elizabeth Wolf
- Bernard V. Zielinski†

**Organizations**
- Anonymous (3)
- A.J. Frank Family Foundation
- American Foundation Endowment Fund
- ATEL Cash Distribution Fund WLP
- America’s Heart Fund
- Diocese of Honolulu
- Diocese of San Diego
- Elson L. Foundation
- Facility Investment Charitable Gift Fund
- Kehoe Northwest Properties
- Larry and Jeanette Espino Family Foundation
- Larry and Jeanette Espino Family Fund
- Mountain West Investment Corp
- Oregon Community Foundation

---

**St. Anselm Circle**
- Anonymous (1)
- Richard and Peggy Albright
- Donald ’50 and Gloria Amort
- Dr. Walter ’51 and Jerry Berends
- Dan and Donna Bevin
- Joe H. Bilekberg ’50
- Ralph ’47 and Louise Bochler
- Thomas ’58 and Dorothy Bochler
- Thomas and Lula Bruneke
- James ’51 and Donna Butsch
- Bill and Connie Chambers
- Donald and Ardith Claeys
- Joseph and Dorothy Cama
- James and Patricia Darby
- Arthur ’51 and Sandy Diederich
- Eugene and Karen Dinger
- Jean Isser
- Thomas and Nancy Fisher
- E. Remy and Ann Fitzgibbon
- Germaine Sales
- Frank and Mary Gill
- Don and M. Gordon
- Jeffrey and Sandra Jones
- Mary Kakavich
- Rev. Richard Keeler
- Phyllis Lapuc†
- Joan J. Le Baron
- Ferguson and Tammy Lough
- Jack and Joan McGraw
- The Doctors Benedict and Ellen McMillan
- Rachel J. Nagel
- Thomas and Patricia O’connell
- Len. Allen and Georges Reid
- Rita Schmeidt†
- Claude L. Smith ’47
- Margaret Soderberg
- Cecilia Studer†
- Richard and Ilia Thornton
- Victoria Wabler
- Ford Watkins Family
- Paul and Elizabeth Wolf
- Bernard V. Zielinski†

**Organizations**
- Anonymous (3)
- A.J. Frank Family Foundation
- American Foundation Endowment Fund
- ATEL Cash Distribution Fund WLP
- America’s Heart Fund
- Diocese of Honolulu
- Diocese of San Diego
- Elson L. Foundation
- Facility Investment Charitable Gift Fund
- Kehoe Northwest Properties
- Larry and Jeanette Espino Family Foundation
- Larry and Jeanette Espino Family Fund
- Mountain West Investment Corp
- Oregon Community Foundation

---

**Dilinger’s Properties, Inc.**
- Diocese of Baker
- Diocese of Fairbanks
- Diocese of Sacramento
- Diocese of Salt Lake City
- Diocese of San Diego
- Frank and Mary Gill Family Foundation

**Guardian Real Estate Services, Inc.**
- Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program

**St. Anselm Circle**
- Anonymous (1)
- Richard and Peggy Albright
- Donald ’50 and Gloria Amort
- Dr. Walter ’51 and Jerry Berends
- Dan and Donna Bevin
- Joe H. Bilekberg ’50
- Ralph ’47 and Louise Bochler
- Thomas ’58 and Dorothy Bochler
- Thomas and Lula Bruneke
- James ’51 and Donna Butsch
- Bill and Connie Chambers
- Donald and Ardith Claeys
- Joseph and Dorothy Cama
- James and Patricia Darby
- Arthur ’51 and Sandy Diederich
- Eugene and Karen Dinger
- Jean Isser
- Thomas and Nancy Fisher
- E. Remy and Ann Fitzgibbon
- Germaine Sales
- Frank and Mary Gill
- Don and M. Gordon
- Jeffrey and Sandra Jones
- Mary Kakavich
- Rev. Richard Keeler
- Phyllis Lapuc†
- Joan J. Le Baron
- Ferguson and Tammy Lough
- Jack and Joan McGraw
- The Doctors Benedict and Ellen McMillan
- Rachel J. Nagel
- Thomas and Patricia O’connell
- Len. Allen and Georges Reid
- Rita Schmeidt†
- Claude L. Smith ’47
- Margaret Soderberg
- Cecilia Studer†
- Richard and Ilia Thornton
- Victoria Wabler
- Ford Watkins Family
- Paul and Elizabeth Wolf
- Bernard V. Zielinski†

**Organizations**
- Anonymous (3)
- A.J. Frank Family Foundation
- American Foundation Endowment Fund
- ATEL Cash Distribution Fund WLP
- America’s Heart Fund
- Diocese of Honolulu
- Diocese of San Diego
- Elson L. Foundation
- Facility Investment Charitable Gift Fund
- Kehoe Northwest Properties
- Larry and Jeanette Espino Family Foundation
- Larry and Jeanette Espino Family Fund
- Mountain West Investment Corp
- Oregon Community Foundation

---

Number of years monks have offered the Divine Liturgy at Mount Angel Abbey in unbroken succession: 133
St. Michael the Archangel Circle

Anonymous (7)
Kevin and Bernadette Alano
Joannita Allen
Bill and Liu-Ann Almberg
Wayne and Barb Anderson
Dan and Cecilia Armstrong
Thomas and Julie Andorst
Lance and Jo Anniala
Dr. Kenneth and Christina Balfour
Christopher and Nineta Bamek
Andrew 10’ and Bernetta Barry
Edward W. ‘68
Angela Boddaert
Rev. Mark A. Bentz ‘68
Leonard and Georgene Bernhardt
Held Benschutz
Edward and Sylvia Betts
Heidi Betschart
Leonard and Georgene Bernhardt
Edward W. Basaraba ’58
Christopher and Nenita Barnes
Thomas and Julie Arndorfer
Dan and Cecile Armstrong
Wayne and Barb Anderson
Anonymous (7)
Sylvia Hester
Charles and Carolyn Hayes
Rev. Msgr. Kenneth Haydock
Paul E. Harvey
Bruce and Claire Hammelman
Richard and Karen Haltiner
Joshua and Tiffany Halbrook
Christopher ’75 and Sharon Hainley
Loretta Guyon
Ronald and Tammy Gustin
Mark and Nancy Gryziec
Raymond and Brenda Grubbs
Lewis and Kay Goslin
John ‘52 and Patricia Gorman
Rev. Leon L. and Lois † Gogl
Philipos Ghaly
Brian and Cheryl Gesik
Frank and Peg Gebhardt
Jack and Dorothy Gall
George A. Galati
Rosemarie Furrer
Mary Ann Frieze
Patrick and Sally Flores
Dr. Darrin P. and Margaret Fleming
Dr. John and Margaret Fleming
Patty and Sally Flores
Mary Ann Fitz
V. and Madalina Fodor
Roseman Fumer
Dr. Francis and Cristina Gubalib
George A. Salaita
Jack and Dorothy Gall
Laura Gallo-Hayden
Frank and Ping Gohardar
Gary T. and Agnes Gescher
Brian and Cheryl Gesik
Philippines Gohad
George and Mary Glass
Rev. Leon L. and Lois T. Goggles
John ‘72 and Patricia Gorman
Mr. and Mrs. Larry ‘54 Gurman
Louis and Kay Goslin
Earl and Margaret Gras
Raymond and Brenda Grubbs
Mark and Nancy Gryiele
Patrick and Myrtle Gunnin
Ronald and Tammy Gustin
Lorena Guynn
Christopher ’79 and Sharon Hailey
Joshua and Tiffany Halbrook
Richard and Karen Haften
Adeline Himmelman
Bruce and Diane Himmelman
Paul E. Harvey
Mary A. Hawl
Rev. Msgr. Kenneth Haydock
Charles and Carolin Hayes
Syria Hester
Theodore ’65 and Diane Nickel
Mary Lou Hauck
Thomas ‘64 and Charlotte Hobson
Joseph and Joanne Hobson
James Hoyle
Melinda Hinckles
Daniel and Janet Hotteter
Julia Humphrey’s
Doug and Mildred Hunt
Debra G. Jacob
Wife Jane Jakob
Ron and Sandy James
Joseph W. James
Sadu and Naoli Jazrawi
Dr. Charles L. and Jin Jinneman
Danny and Louise Johnson
Janet B. Joy
Rudy and Mary Jol
Mary Ann Kane
Winton M. Kearley
Dr. Bill J. and Mary Koenan
John and Margaret Kehrd
Pete and Joan Kerns
Rev. John Kern ’95
Sonny and Kyoko ’86
Charlene King
Rosaline Kilchen
Edward and Susan Klaus
Col. James R. and Judy Knight
Thomas and Marjorie Kravka
Stanley and Tai Kouba
Deb and Kiyr Knowler
Norbert ’80 and Rebecca Kupfer
Daniel and Elise Landry
Jeff and Sally Langley
John and Pamela Langley
Hai Yen Le
Sharon E. Le Chevallier
Simon and Gina Lee
Patricia ’79 and Margaret Lenz
Rod and Laura Lenkey
Janet H. Lewis ’71
Joseph and Bernadette LeAc Andreas and Dr. Ann Leefler
Sally Logsdon
Norman and Linda Lorenz
Lloyd and Nhu Mai Lorenz
Phillip and Teresa Long
Jacqueline H. Maher
Patricia Major
Lawrence Marshall ’71
Florence E. Martin
James B. Martinoni
Catherine M. Mather
Florence McCarthy
Christopher and Carrie McCarthy
St. Alen McCombs
Mrs. John McGregor
Palmer McGowan
Edward A. McMillan
John and Kathleen McNally
Joe and Mauro Menendez
Sharon Mielich
Mary Jo Miller
Gerrit and Nicole Miller
E. Blair and Terri Minardi
Mitchell and Sharon Minor
Mary Ann Moore
Jose J. Morales
Gabriel and Sarah Moreno
Pietro and Mary Anne Murphy
Donald and Coleen Murray
J. Patrick and Linda M. Naughton
Mark and Mary Neil
Rev. Ronald Nelson ’72
Michael d. Nguyen ’14
Minh and Thu Hu Nguyen
Raymond and Carol North
Eamon and Christy O’Brien
James A. Ortiz
Most Rev. Armando X. Ochoa
Patrick and Kathleen C’Carr
Roger and Sharon O’Connell
Michael Oleszkovicz
Ralph J. and Anne Olsen
Helen Olson ’11
Archie W. Neill
Charles and Shirley Othman
Kathleen L. Ortiz
Amos ’52 and Kathleen Ozwalt
Elizabeth Ozcarski
James and Rosie Pecora
Gregory and Myra Parrott
Mary Pedro
Robert Pether
Nortert and Beatrice Peters
Martha Petruzzelli
Dr. Daniel ’73 and Patricia Phillips
Vito P. Pugli
Rick and Mary Jo Pinnell
Neill and Rebecca Plant
Matt and Denise Pouge
Mary C. Radek
Carol Radschuk
Parker and Conrie Rathbone
Guy and Kimberly Randles
Rita Rea
Mike and Ruth Rea
Mary L. Recker
Jodee and Valerie Rice
Gerard Rich
Rev. Erik J. Richtzberg ’93
Jean Ritz
Carol Ritz
Jim Rival
Bill and Jennifer Roberts
Larry and Nancy Rocha
Bill and Jennifer Roberts
Jim Rivelli
Carol Rinio
Jean Rietz
Mike and Ruth Rava
Rita Rava
Guy and Kimberly Randles
Matt and Denise Pouge
Mary C. Radek
Carol Radschuk
Parker and Conrie Rathbone
Guy and Kimberly Randles
Rita Rea
Mike and Ruth Rea
Mary L. Recker
Jodee and Valerie Rice
Gerard Rich
Rev. Erik J. Richtzberg ’93
Jean Ritz
Carol Ritz
Jim Rival
Bill and Jennifer Roberts
Larry and Nancy Rocha
Joy Rossman
First year international students arrived at the seminary: 1947
20 percent
Steve and Ann Taxas
Barbara Thuman
Dean F. Trudor
Albert and Elizabeth Torres
John and Darlene Trages
Mark and Claire Turner
Truong Van Wu and Hoa Quynh Vu
Joyce E. Van Dyke
Fredrick Van Dyke
Mark and Rosa Van-Heusel
Margaret Van Heussen
Ruth and Georgina Van Heussen
Mildred A. Varala
Richard ’95 and Theresa Verbeurt
Vin Van Do
Dung & Hang Vo
Dale Vogel and Nancy Bird
Ralph Vranicen
Herbert A. Wachstien
Michael Walls
Tony Welch
Timothy Welch, MD
Ivan Wells
Ryan and Kelley Wilde
Charles and Barbara Sherman
Robert Smith and Adriana Huyer
Regina Smith
Carl and Terry Spitznagel
Carole and Carrie Spragg
Robert J. Stack
Mark and Carilin Stowe
Ann T. Sullivan
St. Raphael the Archangel Circle

Anonymous (23)
Douglas E. Abad
Louis and Josephine Abellana
Don and Kathleen Adams
Steve and Dana Adams
Ben and Charity Adair
Bob and Chris Adamen
Edward Adelman
Dr. George P. Albro
Lorel Aguila
Kurt Stumph and Teddy Alapat
Ernesto R. Albas
Bernard and Judy Albers
Don and Sharon Abricht
Elizabeth S. Allen
David Ackerman
Thomas J. Ameiner
Aldo and Sandy Amancio
William and Connie Ancil
Demond Arrisen
Eric and Amelia Arrisen
Andrew Anderson
Don and Nancy Anderson
Aaron and Molly Angello
Fredlake Angula
Richard and Jean Annable
Year the first radio on the Hilltop brought news of the outside world, installation courtesy of Terry Etchebarne.

One of the most significant theological collections in the Pacific Northwest: 225,000 volumes at Mount Angel Abbey Library.
In Memory of Rev. Teresio Caldwell, OSB
In Memory of Anne Braxmeyer
In Memory of Leo Bracis
In Honor of American Samoan Tribute Donors
In Memory of Rev. Basil Lawrence, OSB
In Honor of Angela Koehler
In Memory of Rosario Giambrone
In Memory of Ann and Margaret Galati
In Memory of Harvey Dean Felten and Marilyn Elizabeth Felten
In Memory of Dr. Thomas Pitre
In Memory of Daniel Walsh
In Memory of Hattie Vandecoevering
In Honor of Br. Gregory Benevitez, OSB
Anonymous (1)
Robert Mac and Rosanne Mohr
John ‘96 and Peggy Platt
In Memory of Leo Bracis
Fidelity Investment Charitable Gift Fund
In Memory of Rev. Bernard Sanders, OSB
In Memory of Rev. Andrew Schwenke, OSB
Dan and Donna Bennion
Lorraine D’Amico
Willie and Edan Davis
Rev. Meth Do ‘14
Rev. Laura C. Minimo ‘14
George Patauave
Francis ‘52 and Carol Platz
St. Paul Catholic Church
In Memory of Patricia Scott
John and Jane Voorhees
In Memory of Rev. Jack Shrum
James Cowell
In Memory of Rev. Edmund Smith, OSB
Bruce Berning
Ralph ‘47 and Louise Bichler
Thomas ‘56 and Dorothy Bichler
Joseph ‘59 and Jean Fessler
Very Rev. John J. Darragh
Patricia Dume
Robert ‘58 and Joan Feiseler
George and Lillian Kroman
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Manning
Dr. Ellen M. Curtiss
Very Rev. John J. Darragh
Patricia Dume
Robert ‘58 and Joan Feiseler
George and Lillian Kroman
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Manning
Rev. Lauro C. Minimo ‘14
Mary Leon
In Memory of Br. Joseph Love, OSB
In Honor of Mount Angel Seminary
Emeritus Faculty
Anonymous (1)
In Honor of Rev. B. Lawrence, OSB
Anonymous (2)
Dan and Donna Bevens
Rev. Ysrael C. Bien ‘10
Rev. Joseph S. Frez ‘10
Mr. and Mrs. Micheal J. Bonnette
Joan J. LeBaron
In Memory of the Sacred Heart of Jesus
Joanne Arevalo
In Memory of Br. Andre Love, OSB
In Memory of Rev. Basil Lawrence, OSB
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Very Rev. John J. Darragh
Patricia Dume
Robert ‘58 and Joan Feiseler
George and Lillian Kroman
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Manning
Rev. Lauro C. Minimo ‘14
Mary Leon
In Memory of Br. Joseph Love, OSB
In Honor of Mount Angel Seminary
Emeritus Faculty
Anonymous (1)
In Honor of Rev. B. Lawrence, OSB
Anonymous (2)
Dan and Donna Bevens
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In Honor of Mount Angel Seminary
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… He who began a good work in you will perfect it until the day of Christ Jesus.

– Philippians 1:6